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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
 
January 28, 2021 
Agenda 
 
12:30 p.m. via Webex 
 
I. Approval of Minutes from January 14, 2021 EC Meeting 
 
II. Business 
a. Stipend/Course Release Plan 




a. Curriculum Committee 
b. Faculty Affairs Committee 
c. Student Government Association  
 
 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 




Jennifer Cavenaugh, Dan Chong, Grant Cornwell, Donald Davison, Ashley Kistler, Richard Lewin, 
Julia Maskivker, Jennifer Queen, Paul Reich, Scott Rubarth, Rob Sanders, Anne Stone, Martina 




CALL TO ORDER 
Paul Reich called the meeting to order at 12:36 PM. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM January 14, 2021 EC MEETING 
Vidovic made a motion to approve the minutes from the 1/14/2021 EC meeting.  Queen 





Stipend/Course Release Plan 
ATTACHMENT #1 
Susan Rundell Singer 
Singer described a proposal for handling course releases and stipends going forward 
(spreadsheet attached). Changes include removing the course release option for department 
chairs and basing the stipend on department size, and no longer offering course releases to 
endowed chairs. 
 
Q: When we took away stipends and releases this year it was under the context of COVID. 
Faculty took four hits—salary, benefits, course releases, and stipends. What I’m hearing is we 
will continue to take a hit for other reasons. 
A: As we plan next year’s budget, we are starting with our COVID-based budget. Many things 
have changed because of COVID and will not snap back right away. This plan allows us to 
increase stipends, but there are not funds that would allow us to go back to where we were 
pre-COVID. We are in a financially different place now. 
 
Q: Is the stipend cost for department chairs easier to absorb than the cost of course releases? 
A: Our Tenured/tenure-track faculty are most valuable in the classroom and the loss to the 
curriculum of talented faculty is much harder to replace than finding the dollars for stipends. 
 
Q: Is this decision being made because we want faculty in the classroom or is it financial? 
A: We are going into a budget next year that is 16 million less than we planned. We are trying 
to come up with principles to help us bring back stipends, professional development, and travel 
while addressing the strain of having fewer colleagues in the classroom. 
A: This discussion also pertains to our optimization of curriculum project. We’re trying to staff 
our curriculum with full-time faculty, moving from a student/faculty ratio of 8.5:1 to 11.5:1 as a 
sustainable curriculum. 
 
Q: There is a certain workload that all department chairs are responsible for. We want good 
faculty in the classroom, but when they have so much extra work to do their teaching suffers. 
We will struggle to find people to take on the role of department chair. 
A: I’ve seen it work well in departments where they rotate and divvy up more of the work. If we 
can streamline the curriculum perhaps, we can free up space, so the course release issue isn’t 
as imperative. 
A: Over time we’ve created an abundance of course releases being assigned without 
transparency. At the end of this project, we will have a table of what warrants a release or 
stipend and have more transparency. 
 
Q: Why was the breakpoint for department chair compensation 10? Is there really a difference 
in workload for a department of 10 faculty as opposed to 9? In addition to size, other factors 
contribute to an increased workload, such as shepherding an untenured faculty member 
through the promotion and tenure process. 
A: There are multiple times in the lifespan of a department where there is extra demand. 
Our COACHE survey made it clear that we are not where we aspire to be with mentoring our 
early-career faculty. 
 
Q: How does Holt factor into this? 
A: Rob and Jenny have been working hard on how to uncouple staffing for Holt and CLA. For 
now, we are best served in focusing on CLA specific responsibilities. 
 
Q: What is the long-term vision for stipends and course releases? Do you intend to return the 
size of the pool for releases and stipends or are these being phased out? 
A: Our goal was to return compensation for individuals back to what it was pre-COVID. Overall 
compensation in terms of base salary is a high priority. I do not see us whittling away at 
stipends and releases any more than what we have in this model. 
A: Because base compensation was lower than it needs to be for full-time faculty live 
comfortably in Central Florida, faculty were doing everything around the edges to piecemeal 
their compensation. I would rather work to improve our salary structure rather than 
reintroduce piecemeal labor. We can’t do both. Where should we put our emphasis? 
 
Q: There has been a culture of stipends with teaching in the general education program. What 
are the long-term implications of staffing with the elimination of those stipends? 
A: Offering stipends for teaching general education courses sends the wrong message. Faculty 
appointment letters for the past several years have stated that they are expected to teach in 
the general education program. 
A: I am concerned that faculty will no longer teach rFLA courses, but we are taking steps to 
lessen the workload: meetings are no longer required but recommended and I am working with 
Toni to make assessment less burdensome. If we don’t have a general education curriculum 
then we have weakened our commitment to the liberal arts. 
 
Q: Has there been any discussion of returning to a banking system for stipends and course 
releases? 
A: IRS regulations prohibit us from banking course releases. 
 
Q: With removing course releases from endowed chairs can we table for a couple of years the 
possibility of endowed chairs being rotated out of the chair position? 
A: Endowed chairs already receive a $5,000 salary payment and substantial research budget. 
A: At the Department Chair Meeting, the endowed chairs present advocated for department 
chair releases to be reinstated before endowed chair releases. 
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RCC instructor   $1,000  41 $35,000  








































We are overspending the 
endowment income by $200K 
annually. We will shift to 1 
CDF/year; only associates and 
fulls; no permanent salary 
increase, slowly move current 
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Examples: PBK work, 
developing ethics competency 
training. Grant funded work is 
not included in this 
budget line. 
        
Totals    22  $330,000  
 
*One additional 
FEC member when 
workload so 
indicates 




LAST FIRST DEPARTMENT STIPEND STIPEND REASON RELEASE RELEASE 
REASON 









Holt Gen Ed Coordinator - paid 
from 
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Cheng Martha English   1 FEC Member 
D'Amato Mario Philosophy/Religion   1 FEC Member 
Habgood Laurel Chemistry   1 FEC Member 
Hargrove Dana Art and Art History   1 FEC Member 
McLaughlin James Education   1 FEC Member 




































Theatre Arts and Dance 






























































































Forsythe Matt English $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Harper Fiona Biology $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Garcia Mattea Communication $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Hammonds Joshua Communication $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Mohr Caitlin Music $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Montgomery Susan Olin Library $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Charles David Theatre Arts and Dance $20,000 FYRST   
Gunter Michael Political Science $20,000 FYRST   
Park Ellane Chemistry $15,000 FYRST   
TOTAL   $69,000  28  




LAST FIRST DEPARTMENT STIPEND STIPEND REASON RELEASE RELEASE REASON 
Davidson Alice Psychology $5,000 Cornell Distinguished Faculty   
Libby Susan Art and Art History $5,000 Cornell Distinguished Faculty   
Tatari Eren Political Science $5,000 Cornell Distinguished Faculty   
Voicu Anca Economics $5,000 Cornell Distinguished Faculty   
Cheng Martha English $5,000 Cornell Distinguished Faculty   
Stone Anne Communication $5,000 Cornell Distinguished Faculty   
Portoghese Theresia Athletics $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Lilienthal Rachael Modern Languages and $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Armenia Amy Sociology $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Forsythe Matthew English $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Williams Michele Health Professions $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Brown Shan-
Estelle 
Anthropoogy $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Wunderlich Kara Health Professions $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Yankelevitz Rachelle Psychology $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Riley Kasandra Chemistry $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Monreal Myra Environmental Studies $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Summet Valerie Mathematics $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Teymuroglu Zeynep Mathematics $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Nichter Matt Sociology $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Littler Lucy English $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Myers Dan Mathematics $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   
Davidson Alice Psychology $500 Course (Re)Design Initiative   



























(chose 1/2 stipend and 
1/2 release) 
Myers Daniel Mathematics/Computer Science $1,000 Department Co-Chair   
Sinclair John Music $2,800 Department Chair   
Rubarth Scott Philosophy/Religion $2,300 Department Chair   
Griffin Kevin Theatre Arts and Dance $2,800 Department Chair   
Allen Barry Environmental Studies $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Armenia Amy Sociology $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Boniface Dexter Political Science $175 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Brannock Pamela Biology $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Cannaday Ashley Physics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Charles David Theatre Arts & Dance $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Cook Gloria Music $175 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Douguet Samantha Physics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Fuse Christopher Physics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Fuse Marisa Chemistry/Pre-Health Advising $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Habgood Laurel Chemistry $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Hudson Benjamin English $175 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $250 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Kistler Ashley Anthropology $275 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Mosby Brian Chemistry $200 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Murdaugh Anne Physics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Myers Daniel Mathematics $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Patrone James Chemistry $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Queen Jennifer Psychology $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Reich Paul English $150 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Moon-Ryan MacKenzie Art and Art History $250 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Simmons Rachel Art and Art History $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Stephenson Paul Biology $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Teymuroglu Zeynep Mathematics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Vitray Richard Mathematics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Voicu Anca Economics $100 First-Year Student 
Registration 
  
Mesbah Hesham Communication $15,000 FYRST   
French Todd Philosophy/Religion $15,000 FYRST   
Kodzi Emmanuel Business $15,000 FYRST   
Hammonds Joshua Communication $3,000 Holt Director-Communications   
Voicu Anca Economics $3,500 Holt Director-Economics   
Aggarwal Vidhu English $3,500 Holt Director-English   
Poole Leslie Environmental Studies $3,000 Holt Director-Environmental   
Niles Nancy Health Professions $3,250 Holt Director-HSL   
Cook Thomas Philosophy/Religion $3,500 Holt Director-Humanities   
Rogers Donald Business $5,150 Holt Director-MHR   
Cook Thomas Philosophy/Religion $5,000 Holt Director-MLS   
Hewit Scott Education $4,200 Holt-MED/MAT Director   
Bernal Pedro Chemistry $1,200 HON-Biomedical Enhance   
Cook Thomas Philosophy and Religion $1,200 HON-Biomedical Enhance   

















Philosophy and Religion 
 
$1,200 




Maskivker Julia Political Science $1,200 HON-Ethics in Free Markets   












Hudson Benjamin English $1,200 HON-History of the Witch   























Forsythe Matthew English $1,200 HON-Writing for Children_CE   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $1,200 HON-Your Last Lecture   
Maskivker Julia Political Science $1,200 Prelaw Advising (co-advisor)   
Mathews Jana English $1,200 Prelaw Advising (co-advisor)   












Gilmore Zackary Anthropology $1,000 Program Director-Archaeology   















































































Program Director-ESOL ($700 
CLA-$825 Holt) 
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Montgomery Susan Olin Library $1,000 Program Director-LACS   
Sutherland Katie Biology $1,000 Program Director-Marine   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $1,000 Program Director-MENA   
Fuse Christopher Physics $1,000 Program Director-NAE GCS   
St. John Steven Psychology $1,000 Program Director-
Neuroscience 
  
Fuse Christopher Physics $1,000 Program Director-Pre-   
Smaw Eric Philosophy/Religion $2,400 Program Director-Prelaw   
Davison Donald Political Science $1,000 Program Director-Public Policy   
Manak Jennifer Education $1,400 Program Director-Reading   
Stone Anne Communication $1,000 Program Director-Social   
Allen Barry Environmental Studies $1,000 Program Director-Sustainable   
Hewit J. Scott Education $3,050 Program Director-Teacher   
Cheng Martha English $1,000 Program Director-Writing 
Minor 
  
Armenia Amy Sociology $100 RCC Orientation   
Balzac Josephine Social Entrepreneurship $100 RCC Orientation   
Brandon Wendy Education $100 RCC Orientation   
Cooperman Hilary Theatre Arts and Dance $100 RCC Orientation   
D'Amato Mario Philosophy and Religion $100 RCC Orientation   
Dennis Kimberly Art and Art History $100 RCC Orientation   
Diaz-
Zambrana 
Rosana Modern Languages and $100 RCC Orientation   
Ewing Hannah History $100 RCC Orientation   
Fuse Christopher Physics $100 RCC Orientation   
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts and Dance $100 RCC Orientation   
Griffin Kevin Theatre Arts and Dance $100 RCC Orientation   
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $100 RCC Orientation   
Kistler Ashley Anthropology $100 RCC Orientation   
Loch Tres Dean of Faculty $100 RCC Orientation   
Manak Jennifer Education $100 RCC Orientation   
Mathews Jana English $100 RCC Orientation   
McClure Amy Sociology $100 RCC Orientation   
McInnis- Cecilia Social Entrepreneurship $100 RCC Orientation   
McLaren Margaret Philosophy and Religion $100 RCC Orientation   
Moser Trish Student Affairs $100 RCC Orientation   
Murdaugh Anne Physics $100 RCC Orientation   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $100 RCC Orientation   
Ouellette Thomas Theatre Arts and Dance $100 RCC Orientation   
Parsloe Sarah Communication $100 RCC Orientation   
Ryan MacKenzie Art and Art History $100 RCC Orientation   
Simmons Rachel Art and Art History $100 RCC Orientation   
Wei Li Modern Languages and $100 RCC Orientation   
Zelaya-Leon Tricia Career and Life Planning $100 RCC Orientation   
Loch Emil Dean of Faculty Office $1,400 RCC-21st Century Business 
Trip 
  
Simmons Rachel Art and Art History $1,400 RCC-2D Foundations in Art   
Diaz-
Zambrana 
Rosana Modern Languages and $1,400 RCC-50 Flavors of Spanish   
Moser Patricia Student Affairs $1,400 RCC-Adulting 101   
Manak Jennifer Education $1,400 RCC-Around the World with   
Fuse Christopher Physics $1,400 RCC-Astronomy & NASA   
Griffin Kevin Theatre Arts and Dance $1,400 RCC-Backstage: Theatre   
Balzac Josephine Social Entrepreneurship $1,400 RCC-Be the Change   
Kistler Ashley Anthropology $1,400 RCC-Cultures of the 
Caribbean 
  
Tatari Eren Political Science $1,400 RCC-Designing Your Life   
Parsloe Sarah Communication $1,400 RCC-Disability & Social 
Change 
  
Murdaugh Anne Physics $1,400 RCC-Do you have the time?   
Ryan MacKenzie Art and Art History $1,400 RCC-Fashion in the Global 
World 
  
D'Amato Mario Philosophy and Religion $1,400 RCC-Fight Club, God & the   
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $1,400 RCC-Grit, Hope & Other 
Virtues 
  
Armenia Amy Sociology $1,400 RCC-Inequality 101:Race,Clas 
& 
  
Decker Nancy Modern Languages and $1,400 RCC-Intensive Begin German   
Mathews Jana English $1,400 RCC-Only in Florida_CE   
Ewing Hannah History $1,400 RCC-Ottoman 
History/Mysteries 
  
Musgrave Ryan Philosophy and Religion $1,400 RCC-Portlando: Green Cities   
McInnis- Cecilia Social Entrepreneurship $1,400 RCC-Profit and Purpose   
Wei Li Modern Languages and $1,400 RCC-Pursuit of Dao: Modern 
Am 
  
Zelaya-Leon Tricia Career and Life Planning $1,400 RCC-Real World: Rollins 
College 
  
Teymuroglu Zeynep Mathematics $1,400 RCC-Rethinking   
Gordon Alexa Registrar's Office $1,400 RCC-Rollins Transition 
Seminar 
  
McClure Amy Sociology $1,400 RCC-Sex & Love in Hookup   
Mohr Caitlin Music $1,400 RCC-Successful Pathways thr   
Cooperman Hilary Theatre Arts and Dance $1,400 RCC-The Stories We Live By   
Ouellette Thomas Theatre Arts and Dance $1,400 RCC-Theatre in the Making   
Brandon Wendy Education $1,400 RCC-US Food Policy: 
Changing 
  
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts and Dance $1,400 RCC-Winging It   
Morris Richard Health Professions $1,400 RCC-Your Choice, Your Health   
Forsythe Matt English $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
French Todd Philosophy and Religion $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Garcia Mattea Communication $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Hammonds Joshua Communication $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Littler Lucy English $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Mohr Caitlin Music $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Montgomery Susan Olin Library $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Parziale Amy English $1,000 rFLA Assessor Compensation   
Allen Barry Environmental Studies $1,200 RFLA-America's Gifts   
Garcia Mattea Communication $1,200 RFLA-Authentic 
Communication 
  
Griffin Kevin Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Before the Curtain Rises   
Beaudin Giselda International Programs $1,200 RFLA-Beyond Cultural 
Relativity 
  
O'Sullivan Maurice English $1,200 RFLA-Boyz to Men   
Jones Jill English $1,200 RFLA-Breaking Bad & 
American 
  
Yao Yusheng History $1,200 RFLA-China's Rise   
Gunter Michael Political Science $1,200 RFLA-Climate Change   
Garzon Nadia Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Community Arts &   
Roe Dawn Art and Art History $1,200 RFLA-Conceptual Docu 
Prac_CE 
  
Cody-Rapport Lisa Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Creative Process Design   
Schoen Steven Critical Media and Cultural $1,200 RFLA-Digital Storytelling   
Coffman-
Rosen 
Stacey rFLA $1,200 RFLA-Disability, Body, & 
Identity 
  
Sutherland Kathryn Biology $1,200 RFLA-Ecology of 
Environmental 
  
Stephenson Paul Biology $1,200 RFLA-Ecology of Florida   
Voicu Anca Economics $1,200 RFLA-Economics of Europe &   
Kozel Philip Economics $1,200 RFLA-Economics of Piracy   
Peng Zhaochang Economics $1,200 RFLA-Engines of Economic   
Cushman Lauren Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Ethical   
Cushman Lauren Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Ethical IDs in Theatre &   
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion $1,200 RFLA-Ethics and Global 
Justice 
  
Kistler Ashley Anthropology $1,200 RFLA-Ethnography of Rollins   
Mosby Brian Chemistry $1,200 RFLA-Exploring Everyday   
Gilmore Zackary Anthropology $1,200 RFLA-Fantastic Archaeology   
Murdaugh Anne Physics $1,200 RFLA-Fiat Lux: The Science of   
Brandon Wendy Education $1,200 RFLA-Food Democracy   
Kline Nolan Anthropology $1,200 RFLA-Global Cultures   
Witmer Ruth Music $1,200 RFLA-Global Popular Music   
Russell Emily English $1,200 RFLA-Gruesome Anatomy   
Dennis Kimberly Art and Art History $1,200 RFLA-Hist of Art:Renaissance-   
Hammonds Joshua Communication $1,200 RFLA-Human Comm:Body 
Lang 
  
Yankelevitz Rachelle Psychology $1,200 RFLA-Human-Animal   
Poole Leslie Environmental Studies $1,200 RFLA-Identities/Conflict: the   
Woodward Suzanne Psychology $1,200 RFLA-Identity & the Social 
Self 
  
Yu Jie Education $1,200 RFLA-Identity, School &   
Nichter Matthew Sociology $1,200 RFLA-Inequality and Privilege   
DiQuattro David rFLA $1,200 RFLA-Labor, Leisure, Culture   
Cheng Martha English $1,200 RFLA-Language and Identity   
Cannaday Ashley Physics $1,200 RFLA-Lasers and Lights   
Greenberg Yudit Philosophy/Religion $1,200 RFLA-Learn/Teach About   
McLaughlin James Education $1,200 RFLA-Learn/Teach About   
Paul Daniel English $1,200 RFLA-Literary Sportswriting   
Mathews Jana English $1,200 RFLA-Material   
Schoen Steven Critical Media & Cultural 
Studies 
$1,200 RFLA-Media & Violence   
Zimmermann Anne English $1,200 RFLA-Memoir as Literature   
Zimmermann Anne English $1,200 RFLA-Memoir as Literature   
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media and Cultural $1,200 RFLA-Memory, Empathy,   
Aloush Abeer Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$1,200 RFLA-Mid East Societies &   
D'Amato Mario Philosophy/Religion $1,200 RFLA-Mind and Meditation   
Norsworthy Kathryn Graduate Studies in Counseling $1,200 RFLA-Mindful Activism   
Aloush Abeer Global Languages and Cultures $1,200 RFLA-Minorities in the Mid 
East 
  
Manak Jennifer Education $1,200 RFLA-Mirrors, Windows, and   
Witmer Ruth Music $1,200 RFLA-Music & Politics: the   
Crozier Daniel Music $1,200 RFLA-Music and Mathematics   
Yellen Jay Mathematics $1,200 RFLA-Music and Mathematics   
Cummings Denise Critical Media and Cultural $1,200 RFLA-Native American   
Archard Charles Music $1,200 RFLA-One Hit Wonder   
Archard Charles Music $1,200 RFLA-One Hit Wonders   
Savala Joshua History $1,200 RFLA-Pacific Ocean Worlds   
Cooperman Hilary Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Peacebuilding Through   
Cooperman Hilary Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Performance 
Ethnography 
  
Cavenaugh Gregory Communication $1,200 RFLA-Performance of Modern   
Cavenaugh Gregory Communication $1,200 RFLA-Performance of Modern   
Kenyon Erik Holt School $1,200 RFLA-Philosophy at the Gym   
Hargrove Dana Art and Art History $1,200 RFLA-Picturing Place   
Ebin Chelsea Political Science $1,200 RFLA-Pluralism and the   
Balak Benjamin Economics $1,200 RFLA-Political Economics on   
Hein Meredith Center for Leadership and $1,200 RFLA-Practicing Social   
Hein Meredith Center for Leadership and $1,200 RFLA-Practicing Social   
Luchner Andrew Psychology $1,200 RFLA-Psychology of Stress   
Driggers James English $1,200 RFLA-Queered Landscapes   
Driggers James English $1,200 RFLA-Queered Landscapes   
Littler Catherine English $1,200 RFLA-Racial Fictions   
Littler Lucy English $1,200 RFLA-Racial Fictions   
Pieczynski Jay Biology $1,200 RFLA-RFLA-The Biology of   
Boniface Dexter Political Science $1,200 RFLA-Rise Fall Democracy   
Bernal Pedro Chemistry $1,200 RFLA-Science & Culture of   
Rubarth Scott Philosophy/Religion $1,200 RFLA-Sci-Fi, Philosophy and 
Film 
  
Zivot Eric Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Shakespeare's A.R.S.E.   
French Ashley rFLA $1,200 RFLA-Sinners and Saints   
Boyd Sheri Mathematics $1,200 RFLA-Social Choice 
Mathematics 
  
Boyd Sheri Mathematics $1,200 RFLA-Social Choice 
Mathematics 
  
Maskivker Julia Political Science $1,200 RFLA-Social Justice and Ethics   
Mohr Caitlin Music $1,200 RFLA-Songs of the Soul   
Prieto-Calixto Alberto Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$1,200 RFLA-Spanish Identity via 
Lens 
  
Melograno Vincent Physical Education $1,200 RFLA-Sport in Perspective   
O'Sullivan Maurice English $1,200 RFLA-Surviving the 1960s   
DiQuattro David rFLA $1,200 RFLA-Technology and Human   
Summet Valerie Mathematics/Computer Science $1,200 RFLA-Technology and Society   
Robertson Mari Economics $1,200 RFLA-The Big Picture:Toil &   
Zivot Eric Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-The Ethics of Arthur 
Miller 
  
Gonzalez Stephanie Sociology $1,200 RFLA-The Immigrant 
Experience 
  
Vanable Evan Chemistry $1,200 RFLA-The Marvels of 
Molecules 
  
Simmons Rachel Art and Art History $1,200 RFLA-The Power of Print_CE   
Riley Kasandra Chemistry $1,200 RFLA-The Science of 
Sustenance 
  
Garzon Nadia rFLA $1,200 RFLA-Theater, Creativity, Soc   
Wellman Debra Education $1,200 RFLA-Thinking and Pondering   
Virji Sarah-E- rFLA $1,200 RFLA-Totally Spaced Out   





Framson Elke Global Languages and Cultures $1,200 RFLA-Transcultural 
Competence 
  
Parziale Amy English $1,200 RFLA-Trauma in Lit &Film   
DiQuattro Marianne Theatre Arts and Dance $1,200 RFLA-Travel Lit:Culture Shock   
Simmons Rachel Art and Art History $1,200 RFLA-Visual Journals   
Vidovic Martina Economics   1 Curriculum Committee 
Davison Donald Political Science   1 Data Analytics Initiative 
Voicu Anca Economics   1 Department Chair 
Wellman Debra Education   1 Department Chair 
Vidhu Aggarwal English   1 Department Chair 
Lines Lee Environmental Studies   1 Department Chair 
Sanabria Samuel Graduate Studies in Counseling   1 Department Chair 
Niles Nancy Health Administration   1 Department Chair 
Strom Claire History   1 Department Chair 
Teymuroglu Zeynep Mathematics/Computer Science   1 Department Chair 
Tome Patricia Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
  1 Department Chair 
Murdaugh Anne Physics   1 Department Chair 
Boniface Dexter Political Science   1 Department Chair 
Warnecke Tonia Social Entrepreneurship   1 Department Chair 
Armenia Amy Sociology   1 Department Chair 
Boles Bill English   1 Endowed Chair 
Boniface Dexter Political Science   1 Endowed Chair 
Fetscherin Marc Business   1 Endowed Chair 
Frost Carol English   1 Endowed Chair 
Greenberg Yudit Philosophy/Religion   1 Endowed Chair 
Habgood Laurel Chemistry   1 Endowed Chair 
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion   1 Endowed Chair 
McLaughlin H. James Education   1 Endowed Chair 
Moore Thomas Physics   1 Endowed Chair 
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology   1 Endowed Chair 
Norsworthy Kathryn Graduate Studies in Counseling   1 Endowed Chair 
O'Sullivan Socky English   1 Endowed Chair 
Strom Claire History   1 Endowed Chair 
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media and Cultural   1 Endowed Chair 
Vitray Richard Mathematics   1 Endowed Chair 
Warnecke Tonia Social Entrepreneurship   1 Endowed Chair 
Yellen Jay Mathematics   1 Endowed Chair 
Davison Donald Political Science   2 Faculty Affairs 
Committee 
Reich Paul English   2 Faculty President 
Armenia Amy Sociology   1 FEC Release 
Cook Thomas Philosophy/Religion   1 FEC Release 
D'Amato Mario Philosophy/Religion   1 FEC Release 
Davison Joan Political Science   1 FEC Release 
Hargrove Dana Art and Art History   1 FEC Release 
Houston John Psychology   1 FEC Release 
McLaughlin James Education   1 FEC Release 
Sanabria Samuel Graduate Studies in Counseling   2 Holt Dept Chair: GPC 
Niles Nancy Health Professions   1 Holt Dept Chair:Health 
Johnson Allen Health Professions   1 Holt Director-MPH 
Pett Timothy Business   1 Holt Director: BUS 
Release 
Williams A. Michele Health Professions   1 Holt Director: Health 
Gunter Michael Political Science   1 Holt Director: Intn'l 
Affairs 
Dunn Stacey Psychology   1 Holt Director: 
Psychology 
Chong Daniel Political Science   2 Innovation Hub 
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion   1 Journal Editor Release 
Kadiyala Krishna Mathematics   1 Junior Faculty Release 
Robertson Mari Economics   1 Junior Faculty Release 
Brown Victoria English   2 Midcourse Release 
Brown Shan-
Estelle 
Anthropology   2 Midcourse Release 
Caban David Business   1 Midcourse Release 
Coyle Whitney Physics   2 Midcourse Release 
DiQuattro Marianne Theatre Arts and Dance   1 Midcourse Release 
Forsythe Matthew English   2 Midcourse Release 
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts and Dance   1 Midcourse Release 
Gilmore Zachary Anthropology   1 Midcourse Release 
Grau John Music   2 Midcourse Release 
Kiefer Kip Business   1 Midcourse Release 
Kline Nolan Anthropology   2 Midcourse Release 
Nichter Matthew Sociology   2 Midcourse Release 
Nodine Emily Environmental Studies   2 Midcourse Release 
Painter David Communication   2 Midcourse Release 
Summet Valerie Mathematics/Computer Science   2 Midcourse Release 
Davison Joan Political Science   1 NCAA Faculty Liaison 
Aggarwal Vidhu English   1 New Faculty Mentor 
Fetscherin Marc Business   1 Program Director - INB 
Ouellette Thomas Theatre Arts and Dance   2 Theatre Artistic Director 
Frost Carol English   2 Winter With the Writers 
       
TOTAL   $389,1
75 
 76.5  




LAST FIRST DEPARTMENT STIPEND STIPEND REASON RELEASE RELEASE REASON 













Davidson Alice Psychology $ 1,750 Child Development 
Center - 
  
Smaw Eric Philosophy/Religion $ 10,000 Debate Team Coach   
Vander Poppen Robert Art/Art History $ 2,500 Department Chair   
Mesbah Hesham Communication $ 2,650 Department Chair   
Diaz-Zambrana Rosana Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 1,500 Department Chair   
Decker Nancy Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 1,500 Department Chair   
Sinclair John Music $ 2,700 Department Chair   
Moore Thomas Physics $ 1,075 Department Chair   
Davidson Alice Psychology $ 1,550 Department Chair   
Charles David Theatre Arts and Dance $ 2,800 Department Chair   
Roe Dawn Art/Art History (Co-Chair) $ 1,000 Department Co-Chair   
Myers Daniel Mathematics/Computer Science $ 1,000 Department Co-Chair   
Decker Nancy Global Languages and Cultures $ 1,000 Dual Degree Programs   
Chong Daniel Political Science $ 250 ECMP Training   
Loch Tres Business $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Raghabendra KC Business $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Elva Rochelle Mathematics $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Pyle Terri English $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Parrish Candace Communication $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Garzon Nadia Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Lines Lee Environmental Studies $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
Allen Barry Environmental Studies $ 1,000 ECMP Training   
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion $ 3,500 ECMP Training Facilitator   
Yu Jie Education $ 762 ESOL-Fall ($350 CLA-
$412 
  
Manak Jennifer Education $ 762 ESOL-Spring ($350 CLA-   
Fadool Margot Education $ 1,525 Field Internships ($700   
CLA 
Armenia Amy Sociology $ 125 First-Year Student   
Charles David Theatre Arts & Dance $ 100 First-Year Student   
Cook Gloria Music $ 125 First-Year Student   
Davison Donald Political Science $ 100 First-Year Student   
Davison Joan Political Science $ 100 First-Year Student   
Fuse Christoph
e 
Physics $ 100 First-Year Student   
Habgood Laurel Chemistry $ 125 First-Year Student   
Mosby Brian Chemistry $ 125 First-Year Student   
Peng Zhaochan
g 
Economics $ 125 First-Year Student   
Queen Jennifer Psychology $ 100 First-Year Student   
Reich Paul English $ 125 First-Year Student   
Ryan MaKenzie Art and Art History $ 125 First-Year Student   
Santiago- Brendaliz Biology $ 125 First-Year Student   
Stephenson Paul Biology $ 125 First-Year Student   
Summet Valerie Mathematics $ 125 First-Year Student   
Warnecke Tonia Social Entrepreneurship $ 125 First-Year Student   
Zelaya-Leon Tricia Career and Life Planning $ 1,400 Freshman Conference   
Aggarwal Vidhu English $ 20,000 FYRST   
Carnahan Sharon Psychology $ 20,000 FYRST   
Sutherland Kathryn Biology $ 20,000 FYRST   
Fetscherin Marc Business $ 20,000 FYRST   
Buckley Keith Athletics $ 2,000 Health & Physical   
Morris Rich Health Professions $ 3,000 Health Education   
Tome Patricia Global Languages and Cultures $ 1,000 Hispanic Studies   
Hammonds Joshua Communication $3,000 Holt Director-   
Voicu Anca Economics $3,500 Holt Director-Economics   
Reich Paul English $3,250 Holt Director-English   
Poole Leslie Environmental Studies $3,000 Holt Director-   
Niles Nancy Health Professions $3,250 Holt Director-HSL   
Cook Tom Philosophy/Religion $3,500 Holt Director-Humanities   
Rogers Donald Business $5,150 Holt Director-MHR   
Cook Tom Philosophy/Religion $5,000 Holt Director-MLS   
Cheng Martha English $ 1,200 HON- Your Last Lecture   
Walsh Susan Biology $ 1,200 HON-Art/Science Cell   
Almond Joshua Art & Art History $ 1,200 HON-Art/Science Cell   
Cook Tom Philosophy/Religion $ 1,200 HON-Biomedical   
Bernal Pedro Chemistry $ 1,200 HON-Biomedical   
Ryan MacKenzi
e 
Art and Art History $ 1,200 HON-Global Borrowings 
in 
  
Davison Donald Political Science $ 1,200 HON-How Democracies   
Harris Paul Psychology $ 1,200 HON-Industrial Counter   
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion $ 1,200 HON-Issues in   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $ 1,200 HON-Issues in   
St. John Steven Psychology $ 1,200 HON-Limits of Rationality   
Grau John Music $ 1,200 HON-Voice Class & 
Identity 
  
Maskivker Julia Political Science $ 1,200 HON-Your Last Lecture   
Davison Don Political Science $ 750 ICPSR   
Greenberg Yudit Philosophy/Religion $ 1,750 India Center   
Smaw Eric Philosophy/Religion $ 2,400 Prelaw Advising   
Maskivker Julia Political Science $ 600 Prelaw Advising (co-   
Mathews Jana English $ 1,200 Prelaw Advising (co-   
Nichter Matt Sociology $ 1,000 Program Director-AAAS   
Reich Paul English $ 1,000 Program Director-   
Gilmore Zackary Anthropology $ 1,000 Program Director-   
Wei Li Global Languages and Cultures $ 1,000 Program Director-Asian   
Walsh Susan Biology $ 1,000 Program Director-   
Vander Poppen Robert Art and Art History $ 1,000 Program Director-
Classical 
  
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts and Dance $ 1,000 Program Director-Dance   
Cummings Denise Critical Media & Cultural 
Studies 
$ 1,000 Program Director-Film   
Kline Nolan Anthropology $ 500 Program Director-Gobal   
Brown Shan- Anthropology $ 500 Program Director-Gobal   
Davison Joan Political Science $ 3,500 Program Director-   
Greenberg Yudit Philosophy/Religion $ 500 Program Director-Jewish   
Maskivker Julia Political Science $ 500 Program Director-Jewish   
Montgomery Susan Olin Library $ 2,000 Program Director-LACS   
Harper Fiona Biology $ 1,000 Program Director-Marine   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $ 1,000 Program Director-MENA   
St. John Steven Psychology $ 1,000 Program Director-   
Fuse Christoph
e 
Physics $ 1,000 Program Director-Pre-   
Davison Donald Political Science $ 500 Program Director-Public   
Kozel Philip Economics $ 500 Program Director-Public   
Stone Anne Communication  Program Director-Social   
Allen Barry Environmental Studies $ 1,000 Program Director-   
Cheng Martha English $
 2,25
0 
Program Director-Writing   
Ewing Hannah History $ 500 RCAM   
Ray Jamey Music $ 500 RCAM   
Lines Lee Environmental Studies $ 500 RCAM   
Ryan MacKenzi
e 
Art and Art History $ 500 RCAM   
Garcia Mattea Communication $ 500 RCAM   
Houndonougbo Nick Business $ 500 RCAM   
Tome Patricia Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 500 RCAM   
Reich Paul English $ 500 RCAM   
Armenia Amy Sociology $ 500 RCAM   
Charles David Theatre Arts and Dance $ 500 RCAM   
Lewin Richard Business $ 500 RCAM   
Murdaugh Anne Physics $ 500 RCAM   
French Todd Philosophy and Religion $ 500 RCAM   
Hargrove Dana Art and Art History $ 500 RCAM   
Almond Joshua Art and Art History $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Armenia Amy Sociology $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Balak Benjamin Economics $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Balzac Josephine Social Entrepreneurship $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Barnes Missy Theatre Arts & Dance $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Biery-Hamilton Gay Anthropology $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Boniface Dexter Political Science $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Brown Victoria English $ RCC Orientation   
 10
0 
Cook Gloria Music $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Davison Joan Political Science $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Decker Nancy Modern Languages and $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
DiQuattro Marianne Theatre Arts & Dance $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Fadool Margot Education $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
French Todd Philosophy and Religion $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts & Dance $
 10
0 
RCC Orientation   
Gunter Michael Political Science $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Habgood Laurel Chemistry $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Hargrove Dana Art and Art History $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Hudson Benjamin English $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Kupetz Allen Business $ 100 RCC Orientation   
McInnis-Bowers Cecilia Social Entrepreneurship $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Morris Rich Health Professions $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Ouellette Thomas Theatre Arts & Dance $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Peng Zhaochan
g 
Economics $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Reich Paul English $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Ryan MacKenzi
e 
Art and Art History $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Santiago- Brendaliz Biology $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Tatari Eren Political Science $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Tome Patricia Modern Languages and $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Wei Li Modern Languages and $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Yao Yusheng History $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Zelaya-Leon Tricia Career and Life Planning $ 100 RCC Orientation   
Almond Joshua Art & Art History $ 1,400 RCC-3D Foundations   
Tatari Eren Political Science $ 1,400 RCC-Am Poli 
Controversies 
  
Hudson Benjamin English $ 1,400 RCC-Bad Taste &   
Balzac Josephine Social Entrepreneurship $ 1,400 RCC-Be the Change   
Yao Yusheng History $ 1,400 RCC-Chinese Youth:Rev 
to 
  
DiQuattro Marianne Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,400 RCC-Create With Me_CE   
Balak Benjamin Economics $ 1,400 RCC-Deus Ex   
Tome Patricia Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 1,400 RCC-Dream in Spanish   
Gunter Michael Political Science $ 1,400 RCC-Environmental   





Art & Art History $ 1,400 RCC-Fashion in the 
Global 
  
Biery-Hamilton Gay Sociology $ 1,400 RCC-Food and Culture   
Decker Nancy Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 1,400 RCC-German on the Fast   
Davison Joan Political Science $ 1,400 RCC-Globalization   
French Todd Philosphy and Religion $ 1,400 RCC-HCC   
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $ 1,400 RCC-HCC Theatre of   
Ouellette Thomas Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,400 RCC-HCC Theatre of   
Reich Paul English $ 1,400 RCC-HCC TV Storytelling   
Armenia Amy Sociology $ 1,400 RCC-   
Hargrove Dana Art & Art History $ 1,400 RCC-Making Art in 2D   
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology $ 1,400 RCC-Mind, Body, Culture   
Barnes Melissa Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,400 RCC-Mindful Living   
Peng Zhaochan
g 
Economics $ 1,400 RCC-Political Economy of   
McInnis-Bowers Cecilia Social Entrepreneurship $ 1,400 RCC-Purpose and Profit   
Wei Li Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 1,400 RCC-Pursuit of Dao   
Fadool Margot Education $ 1,400 RCC-Reading Around the   
Zelaya-Leon Tricia Career and Life Planning $ 1,400 RCC-Real World: Rollins   
Fox Aspen RCC $ 1,400 RCC-Rollins Conf Peer   
Gordon Alexa Student Records $ 1,400 RCC-Rollins Transition   
Yellen Jay Mathematics $ 1,400 RCC-Strength & Beauty 
in 
  
Cook Gloria Music $ 1,400 RCC-Successful 
Pathways 
  
Habgood Laurel Chemistry $ 1,400 RCC-The Modern 
Scientist 
  
Boniface Dexter Political Science $ 1,400 RCC-The US Drug War 
with 
  
Kupetz Allen Business $ 1,400 RCC-The World of 
Business 
  
Santiago- Brendaliz Biology $ 1,400 RCC-Tiny Science   
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,400 RCC-Winging It   
Morris Richard Health Professions $ 1,400 RCC-Your Choice, Your   
Manak Jennifer Education $ 1,400 Reading Coordinator 
($700 
  
Jones Jill English $ 1,200 rFLA-American Gothic   
Stephenson Bruce Environmental Studies $ 1,200 rFLA-American   
Allen Barry Environmental Studies $ 1,200 rFLA-America's Gifts   
O'Sullivan Maurice English $ 1,200 rFLA-
AmerIcons:Mr.Hanks 
  
Almond Joshua Art & Art History $ 1,200 rFLA-Applied Design   
Lackman Susan Music $ 1,200 rFLA-Artist in Society   
Ewing Hannah History $ 1,200 rFLA-Barbarians   
Hammonds Joshua Communication $ 1,200 rFLA-Body Language   
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media & Cultural 
Studies 
$ 1,200 rFLA-Body Liberation: 
Food 
  
O'Sullivan Maurice English $ 1,200 rFLA-Boyz to Men:   
Park Ellane Chemistry $ 1,200 rFLA-Chemistry of   
Yao Yusheng History $ 1,200 rFLA-China's Rise   
Chong Daniel Political Science $ 1,200 rFLA-Collab.Problem   
Lackman Susan Music $ 1,200 rFLA-Cracking the Tower 
of 
  
Biery-Hamilton Gay Anthropology $ 1,200 rFLA-Culture, People, &   
Roe Dawn Art & Art History $ 1,200 rFLA-Digital 
Media/Critical 
  
Schoen Steven Critical Media and Cultural $ 1,200 rFLA-Digital Storytelling   
Coffman-Rosen Stacey Critical Media & Cultural 
Studies 
$ 1,200 rFLA-Disability, Body,   
Palow Danielle Biology $ 1,200 rFLA-Ecology of the   
Palow Danielle Biology $ 1,200 rFLA-Ecology of the   
Voicu Anca Economics $ 1,200 rFLA-Economics & 
Culture 
  
Kozel Philip Economics $ 1,200 rFLA-Economics of Piracy   
Cushman Lauren Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-   
Musgrave Ryan Philosophy and Religion $ 1,200 rFLA-Ethics, Politics, & 
Art 
  
Kistler Ashley Anthropology $ 1,200 rFLA-Ethnography of   
Hewit Scott Education $ 1,200 rFLA-   
French Todd Philosophy/Religion $ 1,200 rFLA-Extremes in 
Religion 
  
Painter David Communication $ 1,200 rFLA-Fake News & Crit   
Gilmore Zackary Anthropology $ 1,200 rFLA-Fantastic 
Archaeology 
  
Murdaugh Anne Physics $ 1,200 rFLA-Fiat Lux   
Hudson Benjamin English $ 1,200 rFLA-Fld Std: The Italian   
Mathews Jana English $ 1,200 rFLA-Fld Std: The Italian   
DiQuattro Marianne Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Girl at War: Nar.   
Mesbah Hesham Communication $ 1,200 rFLA-Global Journalism   
Bernal Pedro Chemistry $ 1,200 rFLA-History of Medicine   
Yankelevitz Rachelle Psychology $ 1,200 rFLA-Human-Animal   
McClure Amy Sociology $ 1,200 rFLA-Identities:   
Woodward Suzanne Psychology $ 1,200 rFLA-Identity and the   
Woodward Suzanne Psychology $ 1,200 rFLA-Identity and the   
Nichter Matthew Sociology $ 1,200 rFLA-Inequality and   
Gonzalez 
Guittar 
Stephanie Sociology $ 1,200 rFLA-Intersections of   
DiQuattro David English $ 1,200 rFLA-Labor, Leisure, &   
Cannaday Ashley Physics $ 1,200 rFLA-Lasers and Lights   
Edwards Ruth RFLA $ 1,200 rFLA-Lessons from 
Beyond 
  
Mathews Jana English $ 1,200 rFLA-Material Cult:   
Roe Dawn Art and Art History $ 1,200 rFLA-Memory & the   
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media and Cultural $ 1,200 rFLA-Memory, Empathy 
& 
  
D'Amato Mario Philosophy and Religion $ 1,200 rFLA-Mind and 
Meditation 
  
Norsworthy Kathryn Graduate Studies in Counseling $ 1,200 rFLA-Mindful Activism   
Gerchman Robin Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Moving Stories &   
Witmer Ruth Music $ 1,200 rFLA-Music&Politics in 
the 
  
Witmer Ruth Music $ 1,200 rFLA-Music&Politics in 
the 
  
Archard Charles Music $ 1,200 rFLA-Musical One Hit   
Parsloe Sarah Communication $ 1,200 rFLA-My Body, My 
Self_CE 
  
Kline Nolan Anthropology $ 1,200 rFLA-Mysteries of Culture   
Cummings Denise Critical Media and Cultural $ 1,200 rFLA-Native American   
Harper Fiona Biology $ 1,200 rFLA-Oceans in Crisis   
Kenyon Erik Hamilton Holt School $ 1,200 rFLA-Philosophy at the   
Coyle Whitney Physics $ 1,200 rFLA-Physics for Future   
Ebin Chelsea Political Science $ 1,200 rFLA-Politics in America   
Gunter Michael Political Science $ 1,200 rFLA-Politics of Climate   
Gournelos Theodore Communication $ 1,200 rFLA-Popular Culture and   
Simmons Rachel Art and Art History $ 1,200 rFLA-Power of Print_CE   
Hein Meredith Center for Leadership & $ 1,200 rFLA-Practicing Social   
Driggers James English $ 1,200 rFLA-Queered 
Landscapes 
  
Diaz-Zambrana Rosana Modern Languages & 
Literatures 
$ 1,200 rFLA-Race,Class,Gender 
in 
  
Littler Lucy English $ 1,200 rFLA-Racial Fictions   
Littler Catherine English $ 1,200 rFLA-Racial Fictions   
Brown Victoria English $ 1,200 rFLA-Real Life Fiction   
Cooperman Hilary Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-   
Hein Meredith Center for Leadership and $ 1,200 rFLA-rFLA-Practicing 
Social 
  
Fokidis Bobby Biology $ 1,200 rFLA-Science and   
Fuse Christoph
e 
Physics $ 1,200 rFLA-Science of   
Wei Li Modern Languages and $ 1,200 rFLA-Self & Otherness in   
Zivot Eric Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Shakespeare's 
A.R.S.E 
  
Brown Shan- Anthropology $ 1,200 rFLA-Social Issues in 
Social 
  
Mohr Caitlin Music $ 1,200 rFLA-Songs of the Soul   
Melograno Vincent Physical Education $ 1,200 rFLA-Sport in Perspective   
Melograno Vincent Physical Education $ 1,200 rFLA-Sport in Perspective   
Nodine Emily Environmental Studies $ 1,200 rFLA-Springs, Swamps, 
and 
  
Nodine Emily Environmental Studies $ 1,200 rFLA-Springs, Swamps, 
and 
  
DiQuattro David RFLA $ 1,200 rFLA-Tech & Human   
Lines Lee Environmental Studies $ 1,200 rFLA-The Hidden   
Moore Thomas Physics $ 1,200 rFLA-The Science of   
Riley Kasandra Chemistry $ 1,200 rFLA-The Science of   
Garzon Nadia Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Theater, Creativity,   
Garzon Nadia Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-   
Getty Abigail Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Theatre & the Art 
of 
  
Barnes Melissa Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Theatre, Identity &   
Parziale Amy English $ 1,200 rFLA-Trauma in Lit & 
Film 
  
Parziale Amy English $ 1,200 rFLA-Trauma in Lit and   
Jett Brandon History $ 1,200 rFLA-Violence in 
American 
  
Simmons Rachel Art & Art History $ 1,200 rFLA-Visuals Journals   
Armenia Amy Sociology $ 1,200 rFLA-Who Cares for   
Barnes Missy Theatre Arts & Dance $ 1,200 rFLA-Women in Theatre   
Dennis Kimberly Art & Art History $ 1,200 rFLA-Women, Art & 
Power 
  
Winet Ryan English $ 1,200 rFLA-Writing about   
Forsythe Matthew English $ 1,200 rFLA-   
Hewit J. Scott Education $ 3,050 Teacher Education 
($1,400 
  
Cook Gloria Music   1 Curriculum Committee 
Kistler Ashley Anthropology   1 Department Chair 
Harper Fiona Biology   1 Department Chair 
Pett Timothy Business   1 Department Chair 
Habgood Laurel Chemistry   1 Department Chair 
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media & Cultural 
Studies 
  1 Department Chair 
Voicu Anca Economics   1 Department Chair 
Wellman Debra Education   1 Department Chair 
Reich Paul English   1 Department Chair 
Allen Barry Environmental Studies   1 Department Chair 
Sanabria Samuel Graduate Studies in Counseling   1 Department Chair 
Niles Nancy Health Administration   1 Department Chair 
Strom Claire History   1 Department Chair 
Teymuroglu Zeynep Mathematics/Computer Science   1 Department Chair 
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion   1 Department Chair 
Boniface Dexter Political Science   1 Department Chair 
Warnecke Tonia Social Entrepreneurship   1 Department Chair 
Armenia Amy Sociology   1 Department Chair 
Boles Bill English   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Boniface Dexter Political Science   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Frost Carol English   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Habgood Laurel Chemistry   1 Endowed Chair Release 
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion   1 Endowed Chair Release 
McLaughlin H. James Education   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Moore Thomas Physics   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Newcomb Rachel Anthropology   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Norsworthy Kathryn Graduate Studies in Counseling   1 Endowed Chair Release 
O'Sullivan Socky English   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Strom Claire History   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media and Cultural   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Vitray Richard Mathematics   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Warnecke Tonia Social Entrepreneurship   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Yellen Jay Mathematics   1 Endowed Chair Release 
Cheng Martha English   1 ENG 140/'W' 
Fuse Christoph
e 
Physics   1 Faculty Affairs 
Committee 
Kistler Ashley Anthropology   2 Faculty President 
Boles Bill English   1 FEC Release 
Davison Joan Political Science   1 FEC Release 
Hargrove Dana Art and Art History   1 FEC Release 
Houston John Psychology   1 FEC Release 
Ouellette Thomas Theatre Arts and Dance   1 FEC Release 
Rogers Donald Business   1 FEC Release 
Tillmann Lisa Critical Media and Cultural   1 FEC Release 
Sanabria Samuel Graduate Studies in Counseling   2 Holt Dept Chair: GPC 
Niles Nancy Health Professions   1 Holt Dept Chair:Health 




Health Professions   1 Holt Director: Health 
Cook Tom Philosophy/Religion   1 Holt Director: 
Humanities 
Dunn Stacey Psychology   1 Holt Director: 
Psychology 
McLaren Margaret Philosophy/Religion   1 Journal Editor Release 
Balzac Josephine Social Entrepreneurship   1 Junior Faculty Release 
Cooperman Hilary Theatre Arts and Dance   1 Junior Faculty Release 
DeLorenzi Leigh Graduate Studies in Counseling   1 Junior Faculty Release 
Elva Rochelle Mathematics/Computer Science   1 Junior Faculty Release 
KC Raghaben Business   1 Junior Faculty Release 
Parrish Candace Communication   1 Junior Faculty Release 













Pieczynski Jay Biology   2 Midcourse Review 
Release 
Poole Leslie Environmental Studies   2 Midcourse Review 
Release 
Ray Jamey Music   1 Midcourse Review 
Release 
Davison Joan Political Science   1 NCAA Faculty Liaison 
Kodzi Emmanue
l 

















Chong Daniel Political Science   2 Social Innovation Hub 
Frost Carol English   2 Winter With the Writer's 
TOTAL   $
 409,44
9 
 60  
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